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The problem was to evaluate the conference method of reporting 
pupil progress in the Simmons Elementary School of Aberdeen, South Dakota.
As eighteen years have passed since the inception of the 
parent-teacher conferences, there was a need for evaluation. Do parents 
prefer this method of reporting, is it the best possible one to be used 
in Aberdeen, and if so, what inprovements can be made to better the 
method?
IMPORTANCE OF THE PROBLEM
Since this method of reporting has been used in Simmons School 
for eighteen years, the evaluation was made to determine how well the 
parent-teacher conference is meeting the needs and requirements for re­
porting pupil progress, and what can be done to improve the present 
method. As interviews were held with parents, teachers, and pupils, 
misunderstandings concerning this method of reporting were discussed, 
reasons for not employing grades were cleared up, and suggestions were 
obtained. It was hoped that good school-community relationships could 
be promoted as a result of the exchange of ideas between the interviewer 
and the person being interviewed.
-1-
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3ETTING FOR THE PROBLEM
The Sinmons School houses one of the eight elementary schools 
and one of the two junior high schools in Aberdeen, The enrollment was 
three hundred seven in the junior high school and two hundred fifteen in 
the elementary.
This school building is in one of the residential sections of 
the city, which has a population of approximately 23,000, Most parents 
in this section are a stable, middle-class group, and own their own 
homes. It is a section which is growing rapidly, and many new homes are 
being built. Plans have been made for the construction of an elementary 
building in 1955* The present building will be used solely for junior 
high school,
DELIMITATION
This evaluation was limited to the opinions of parents, teachers, 
and children during the school year of 1953-1954• A study of the achieve­
ment tests in the intermediate grades and a comparison with the standard 
norms was included, but no attempt was made to treat data on the intelli­
gence of the children.
DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED
Conference method, It is a discussion which takes place when 
the parent, teacher, and the child sit down together to talk over what 
the child is doing. The child is present for part of the conference and 
discusses with the parent and the teacher his work, needs, and difficulties. 
The parent and the teacher plan and work together to better understand the
-3-
child.
Evaluation. It is the gathering and weighing of evidence to 
see how well the conference method measures the total development and 
growth of the child, how well satisfied parents, teachers, and pupils 
are with the present reporting method.
METHOD USED
Related literature was read to find what the trends of reporting 
pupil progress are, how the conference method compares with other methods 
of reporting, and the value of the conference method.
A history of the conference method in the Aberdeen Schools v̂as 
developed as a basis for an evaluation of this method.
One-half of all parents, all teachers, and thirty junior high 
school children, who have had experience with the conference method of 
reporting, were interviewed in order to find whether reactions to this 
method were favorable and requirements were being met.
An alphabetical list of all the parents in the Simmons Elemen­
tary School was made. From this list of one hundred twenty names, every 
other name was selected. An interview was held with sixty parents in 
their homes.
All members of the faculty (seven). Kindergarten through grade 
six, in the Simmons Elementary School, were interviewed.
Thirty students who are now in Simmons Junior High School, but 
who have had experience with the conference method of reporting in the 
Simmons Elementary School, were contacted. These students were selected 
from the seventh, eighth, and ninth grades. Different types were
-4-
represented: the intelligent, the retarded child, the disciplinaiy
case, those having had e:%perience with other types of reporting in the 
elementary school, and those %iiho came from homes of different socio­
economic status.
A structured interview was employed, based upon previous 
discussions with parents and questions of interest with staff members 
(Appendixes A,B,C).
Since the number and the length of time for conferences have 
been changed within the past five years, it was necessary to learn the 
reactions of parents and staff members to the change and to obtain 
suggestions.
In order to find what improvements were necessary, there ivas 
a need to learn whether the report of the child’s progress, as given, 
was satisfactory and to discover how many parents favor some other type 
of report.
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
Some type of reports to parents concerning progress have long 
been a part of a child*s school life. They have been a basis for parent 
and teacher cooperation in guiding and educating children. Parents are 
interested in the welfare of their children and msh to participate in 
their education. Participation may profitably develop under the direction 
of the school if parents are given accurate information about the child.
A good report will appraise both the child’s progress and his level of 
accomplishment. An effective report will enable the parent and the 
teacher to share their information about the child. This process of 
sharing between the parent and the teacher will enable both parties to 
plan the best educational experiences for the child.
Authorities have not reached agreement as to the best type of 
pupil reporting. There is much experimentation being carried on in this 
field. The method used should be one which best fits the individual 
school.
Wrinkle  ̂says that just getting parents and teachers together
 ̂William L. Wrinkle, Improving Marking and Reporting Practices 
(New York: Rinehart and Company, 1947), p. 53*
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is a good school-comarunity technique. He believes that while the old 
traditional reporting is a one way type of coimnunication, the parent- 
teacher conference reporting sets up a two way connnunication between 
the parent and the teacher. The teacher can work more effectively 
with the child if she knows the child’s background, his parents, what 
he does outside of school, and what problems the parents have. The 
parents learn to know the teacher better and are more cooperative with 
the school staff. They are able to find out more about the development 
of the child in other aspects of living as well as whether he is learn­
ing to read, to write, and to use numbers.
2Elsbree believes that elementary children should not be graded 
in terms of their accomplishment as compared v/ith other members of the 
class or group. The achievement of a child should be rated in terms of 
his own abilities and potentialities. Emphasis should be placed on 
checldng his present status against his former achievement in the light 
of his mental ability, his emotional qualities, his physical energy 
and strength, his home relationships, and any other force or influence 
which may limit or qualify his progress.
The parent-teacher conference is one method in which this tĵ pe 
of reporting is used and is achieving prominence currently. This pro­
cedure offers opportunity for the teacher to present the parent with 
information regarding the child, and the parent is in position to ask 
questions. Usually some form of report card is used. The conference
2 Willard S. Elsbree, Pupil Progress in the Elementary School 
(New York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University,
1943), pp. 69-71.
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method reflects the gro-wing concepts and outlooks concerning the child 
that are found in education today. The emphasis is on "the vdiole child" 
and on techniques which mil bring about his all-round development. It 
informs the parents on all phases of pupil growth. It is constructive 
rather than negative. It helps interpret the school to the parents.
Conferences invariably result in a better understanding by the 
parents of the v/ork which the school is trying to do, the progress their 
children are making, and the ways in which theymay cooperate with the 
school. The school also gains much from the contact with the parents.
Of the several methods of reporting the progress of the child to the 
parent. Wrinklê  believes the conference to be the most adequate.
Lucas'̂  says that progress should be expected only in terms of 
the ability of each child. This includes his physical, intellectual, 
emotional, and social levels of development. Realizing that pupils dif­
fer in respect to these traits, grades will be given to indicate how 
well the child is working up to his individual ability and should not 
be used as a basis for comparison with other children.
During a conference, these items can be explained to the parent. 
They can be told why the child is not progressing and what they can do 
to help provide experiences which the child needs. The child’s relative 
strengths and weaknesses, his interests, his aptitudes and study habits 
can be brought out, and the teacher and parent will have a basis on 
which to counsel.
3 Wrinkle, cit., p. 80.
^ Fred Lucas, "A Way of Reporting Pupil Progress", Childhood 
Education. XXIV (February, 194B), 271.
— 8—
Other advantages of the parent-teacher conference are that the 
teacher learns of the parents reactions to children and to school; it 
attempts to prevent failure and encourages success; parents have a 
better chance to obtain an idea of what a teacher is trying to accomplish 
and to express their opinions; it establishes a basis of friendliness 
between the teacher and parent in work with children; problems which 
baffle a teacher or parent alone may be solved cooperatively; standings 
which were used to compare one with another are eliminated.̂
On the other hand, the conference has limitations. For example, 
it does not provide written records for later comparison; it is more 
effective if the child remains with one teacher most of the day; many
teachers are not trained in child study and guidance and may not
recognize insecurity or maladjustment; some teachers are unprepared to 
use the conference or interview technique; prejudices and emotionalism 
on the part of both the parent and the teacher may block effective 
cooperation; because in most schools conferences must be held after 
school hours, participants are not at their best.̂
Morris, after summing up the advantages and disadvantages of
the conference, states, **The advantages seem to outweigh the disadvantages 
if we judge by observations, personal experiences, and the results of
 ̂ Ida B. DePencier, "Trends in Reporting Pupil Progress in 
the Elementary School", The Elementary School Journal. LI (May, 1951) > 523.
 ̂ Ibid.. p. 523.
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experiments by experts.
VJhen parent-teacher planning is based on sound, mutual respect, 
it will bring an immeasurable value to the child in terms of the 
parent’s and teacher’s increased insight into his personality and his 
needs, as well as the child’s oirm grateful recognition of the happy 
consistency of purpose which results when home and school are working 
together for him*̂
In recent books and articles on reporting to parents and in 
current practice, these favorable trends have been noted: (l) the
trend away from subject-centered reports and tô Tard pupil-centered 
reports; (2) toward using more descriptive and anecdotal material and 
interpretive comments to supplement the quantitative data; (3) toward 
reporting on character and personality developments as well as on 
academic achievement; (4) aimy from mere judgaent-passing and toward 
analysis of difficulties and concrete suggestions for improvement;
(5) toward the use of letters or conferences with parents as substitutes 
for report cards or supplements of them; (6) toward emphasizing the 
individual pupil’s progress rather than comparing it vri.th the achieve­
ment of fellow pupils; (?) toward fewer and more significant reports 
when necessary or desirable instead of routine reports sent at frequent,
9specified intervals.
 ̂ Lucille Morris, (̂Evaluating and Reporting School Progress,” 
The Elementary School Journal. LIU (November, 1952), p. 147.
 ̂ Beatrice Ford Parker, "The Parent Teacher Conference," The 
Elementary School Journal. (January, 1953)> p. 274-
 ̂ Ruth Strang, Reporting to Parents (New York: Bureau of
Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, 1947), p. 8.
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Strang continues her idea of trends of reporting and states.
Reports to parents seem to be becoming more humane, more 
personal, more astute, and more concerned with the future 
than with the past. They are more in line with sound educational 
objectives and more useful for guidance purposes than the tradi­
tional report c a r d .10
Morris feels that the conference method is very worthwhile.
She says.
In the future, when a better method of reporting may have 
been discovered, the conference still will have been a valuable 
stepping stone, if it has been handled properly. It vri.ll have 
been worthwhile if its only contributions are greater under­
standing and cooperation between the home and school.
This trend in reporting recognizes the importance of educating 
**the whole child" and makes it imperative that the gap betvreen the home 
and school be closed. Reporting systems must enlist the wholehearted 
cooperation of the parents if they are to function effectively.
10 Ibid.. p. 8.
11 Morris, op. cit.. p. 149.
CHAPTER III
THE HISTORY AND ADHINISTRATION OF THE CONFERENCE METHOD
In 1934 the parents and administrators in Aberdeen recognized 
that the report card which used letter ratings for scholastic achieve­
ment and a few citizenship traits did not adequately measure the child̂ s 
progress. Not all of the factors of a child̂ s development could be in­
cluded on a report card.
Some of the reasons for the change were: (1) the gro-̂vth in
attitudes and behaviors could not be measured by the usual letter or 
percentage rating; (2) the old report card threw into active competition 
children of all types of abilities; (3) the child of low intellectual 
ability could never attain satisfaction in achievement even though he 
worked to the limit of his capacity; (4) report cards sent into the 
home were frequently the cause of unfortunate comparisons in the family 
or in the neighborhood; (5) parents often commercialized marks by means 
of rewards; (6) parents seldom responded to a report card except to 
express dissatisfaction; (7) justification of the marks given by the 
teacher was difficult.
The necessity for a more comprehensive and satisfactory method 
for evaluating the child’s total development was discussed at meetings 
of the Parent Teacher Association.
-11-
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The parent-teacher conference method was first used on an 
experimental basis in one of the, then seven, elementary schools. After 
the plan had been in effect one year the parents were sent a questionnaire 
letter and asked to express their reaction to this plan. They were asked 
to comment frankly and to return their letters to an Australian ballot 
box, unsigned. The response was in favor of the plan.
The enthusiasm of parents and teachers spread, and the patrons 
of Simmons School petitioned the Board of Education to have this report­
ing system inaugurated in their building the following year, 1935-1936.
By 1939, the plan was accepted and conferences established in all of the 
elementary schools.
At first, the teachers used a graph, on which the child*s 
progress was charted, as a basis for the conference. Progress was shown 
in terms of attitudes and habits. Academic skills were not included, 
but, as time went on, parents wanted more definite information about 
subject matter achievement. To provide this information, the graph 
card was replaced by a form on which groivth in subject matter, social 
habits, and citizenship traits were checked.
The administration of the conference has followed the same 
general plan since its beginning.
Preceding the conferences, teachers work out a schedule for 
the appointments. A check sheet (Appendix D) is used to facilitate the 
scheduling of the conferences. The families mth more than one child 
are scheduled first, thereby, giving them the opportunity of having all 
their conferences on the same day. The individual teacher fills in the 
rest of her check sheet with families having only one child. Notices
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(Appendix E) are sent home aslcing the parents to accept the appointment 
as signified. If the parent is not able to attend at the specified time, 
arrangements are made for another appointment.
Originally five conferences a year were planned for each child. 
Later the number ivas changed to three. In 1942 only two conferences 
were held, but parents preferred three, which now are provided. l#ien 
necessary, additional conferences are arranged.
School is dismissed an hour early each day for a two week period, 
allomng time for four twenty minute conferences daily. The child is 
present for the first part of the conference.
The conference is based on: a report card (Appendixes F and G), 
samples of the pupil̂ s work, and test results, all of ivhich are contained 
in a folder, and in addition, the information and ideas exchanged by the 
parent and the teacher. The items on the card are checked by the teacher 
before the conference and serve as the material for a frank discussion 
of the child*s achievement and needs. This conference folder "with 
cumulative records are passed on to the succeeding grade.
A permanent record is kept for each child in the superintendent’s 
office. At the end of each year the child’s achievement and character 
are recorded by letter rating.
Previous to the first conference, a letter describing the 
purposes of the conference and information about the conference was 
sent to all parents. A booklet that includes helpful suggestions for 
holding conferences is given to the teachers who are new to the system.
A training period is also planned to help prepare the new teachers for 
their first interview.
CHAPTER IV 
FINDINGS BASED ON RESULTS OF INTERVIEIVS
A total of ninety-seven people were contacted personally to 
find if the parent-teacher conference method of reporting pupil progress 
was satisfactory. Of these ninety-seven interviewed̂  sixty were parents, 
thirty were junior high school students, and seven were teachers.
THE PAÉENTS
The first question asked of the parents was, "Do you like the 
conference method of reporting pupil progress?" Fifty-five answered, 
*̂ es," one said, **No," and four liked them in some ways. The response 
most generally given was that the parent and teacher became acquainted 
and there was a closer contact between them. Additional responses as 
reasons for preferring conferences are shown in Table I.
Forty-seven of the parents preferred the conferences to report
cards.
When asked whether the conferences were a waste of time, one 
felt they were, while fifty-nine said they were not.
The next question, asking whether parents felt they got enough 
of a report about the progress of their child, brought the responses 




PARENTS» REASONS FOR PREFERRING CONFERENCES*
Reasons_____  Frequency
Parents got acquainted ivitb teacher 20
Personal contact between teacher and parent 21
More understanding between parent and teacher 3
Parents became more interested in child 2
Child liked to know parents were taking an
interest in his work 1
Parent got hints for helping child 1
Child got more help and did better ivork 2
Conferences did â vay with competition 2
No comparison with other children 6
Grades were unfair 4
Conferences brought parents to school 8
* Based on sixty interviews
— ]_6—
TABLE II
PARENTS? EXPRESSIONS OF SATISFACTIONS AND 
DEFICIENCIES IK REPORTS*
Satisfactions Frequency
Obtained more information on social adjustment 3
Parent helped to understand the child 1
Deficiencies Frequency
Parents liked to hear bad points as well as good 5
Standing of child was not shown 12
More definite way of marking required 4
More grades on acadejnic subjects required 8
* Based on sixty interviews,
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given. Thirty-six parents felt they had a part in the conference and 
thirty-four said they felt free to question the teacher.
Parents like to learn vAiat the child is doing in school. 
Thirteen parents said they heard the same report year after year while 
thirty-six did not consider this unusual. Twenty-nine expressed the 
opinion that many items would have to be repeated since a child does 
not change in entirety from year to year. Seventeen said that a child 
would be sure to show some progress, and five said that individual 
differences would appear. Thirteen parents mentioned the fact that 
personality differences may influence ways of working.
One wonders what feeling a child has before and while receiv­
ing a report of this type. Parents reported on the reactions of their 
children. Thirty parents said their children had no fear of the con­
ference while eight felt their children had some anxiety at times. 
Eleven brought out the fact that their children were proud to be a 
part of the conference and looked forvJs,rd to it. Many, thirty-nine, 
mentioned that their children enjoyed having the parents come to school. 
Table III shows these interesting responses.
Three conferences a year had been held i/ith each parent. The 
parentŝ  reaction to this question varied. Forty-sio: considered three 
sufficient, while ten parents felt that two conferences were enough, 
and four desired four conferences a year. One parent declared, "The 
more, the better." Î4any presumed that if a child needed more help, 
the school would provide time for the extra interviews with the teacher.
The question was asked if the twenty minutes scheduled for 
each conference were sufficient. To this, forty-seven replied that 
they had ample time, ten felt it was not enough, and two said that the
—18—
TABLE III





Anxiety at times 8
Indifferent 4Liked to have parent come 39
Liked bringing parent and teacher together 3Proud to be a part of the conference 11
Liked conferences and looked fonward to them 36
Tried to improve work after a conference 2
Feeling of satisfaction 2
Acted shy 1
Based on interviews with sixty parents*
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amoiint of time needed depended upon the teacher. One thought the 
twenty minutes was more time than necessary.
The majority of parents, fifty-five, did not find it difficult
to get to school for the conferences, while five did. The reason given
for the difficulty was that there were small children in the family, 
and it was necessary to find someone to care for them.
The time of day seemed very satisfactory for most parents.
Fifty-three favored the time from 3:00 to 4:30 o’clock, vriiile four 
parents thought another time might be better. Three others expressed 
the desire for a time schedule which could be arranged so fathers could 
attend. They expressed the same ideas as Casanova, who says.
Although the mother has the care and training of the child 
most of the time, the father may be more successful in guiding 
him or in some cases he may be undermining the effectiveness 
of the work the mother is doing. If both parents are present 
there is less danger of one parent misinterpreting to the other 
the information obtained or discussed in the conference.1
Since most of the interviewees were interested in and satisfied 
with conferences, were they happy with the report as given or would they 
prefer a combination report card and conference? Thirty-five parents 
were satisfied; twenty-three preferred a more definite way of marking. 
The duplicate check sheets were available, but many parents did not 
realize such a sheet existed. Table IV shows the results.
"Should conferences of some type be continued in junior high 
school?" was the last question asked of the parents. This question 
ivas added after some interviews had occurred. After a few of the 
students were contacted and their reactions received, and after the
Katherine Casanova, "Modem Trends in Reporting To Parents," 
Records and Reports (Washington, D. C.: Bulletin of the Association
for Childhood Education, 1942), p. 16.
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TABLE IV
RESPONSES TO QUESTION, »»v'JOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE 
SOME OTHER TYPE OF REPORT USED?"*
Suggestions given Frequency
Those satisfied with conferences as they were given 35
Conference with a report card
With grades 8
Using other types of marking 10
Conference with some definite ways of showing
where child stands 5
Conference with a report at the end of the year 4
Duplicate check sheets to take home 14
A report card only 1
* Based on interviews with sixty parents
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first parents interviewed expressed their ideas, the question was included. 
Therefore, eighteen parents were not contacted on this question. Of 
forty-two parents, thirty-seven expressed a desire for such a conference. 
They pointed out that they do not get acquainted with the junior high 
school teachers, that the problems in junior high school are greater, 
and that the children need a closer bond between the parent and teacher. 
Parents felt that conferences would overcome some of the problems that 
exist, and that the child would accept parental visits to school if all 
parents were invited to attend a conference. Two parents were not in­
terested in any type of interview with the teachers, two did not express 
an opinion, and one would have difficulty attending the conferences.
THE STUDENTS
The students contacted for the interviews were those who had 
attended the Simmons Elementary School and had had experience with con­
ference reporting at some time during their first six grades of school.
VJhen asked if they liked the parent-teacher reporting method 
in the elementary school, twenty-nine replied that they did, while one 
did not like it. Some of the reasons given for liking the conferences 
were: (l) the parents were told what kind of work the child was doing;
(2) the child had a better chance to improve because he found out what 
was wrong; (3) he got more help from the teacher; (4) parents do not pay 
much attention to report cards; (5) his mother could meet the teacher;
(6) more information was gained from the conference than from the report 
card.
In junior high school they received report cards \d.th letter 
grades plus a good conduct rating card which was marked with numbers.
-22-
To the next question, "Do you like the grades that you receive now 
better than the conference report?" eighteen answered that they prefer­
red the grades, eight like the conferences, and four had no preference. 
The following remarks were made in favor of the report card: (l) grades 
were more definite, (2) grades made one more dependent on himself; (3) 
rewards were received for high grades; (4) the child worked harder to 
get a grade (5) more improvement was shown with grades. Those who 
favored the conference pointed out: (l) when report cards were used,
the child did not talk over the imrk with the teacher; (2) a child was 
graded on how well he was liked rather than on the work he had done;
(3) he did not know why he was getting a certain grade; (4) the parents 
did not know the teachers.
Of the thirty students, twenty-four expressed a desire for at 
least one parent-teacher conference a year in junior high school, in 
addition to the report card. Five were not in favor of it, and one 
preferred more conferences with no card.
The children had various answers as reasons for liking or 
disliking the conferences. These were in addition to those already 
mentioned. Since the child was present for only the first part of the 
conference, fourteen were reluctant to leave and were curious to know 
what took place when they left the room. Eleven did not mind leaving 
and five expressed no opinion. Table V shows the responses.
Twenty-seven students were satisfied with the reports they 
received and felt they were fair. Three were not satisfied and said 
they should have had better reports.
The children gave some of the same reactions as those reported 
by their parents. Sixteen of the thirty children had no fear of the
-23-
TABLE V
STUDENTS» RESPONSES TO QUESTION *»VMAT DID YOU LIKE 
OR DISLIKE ABOUT CONFERENCES?*
Likes Frequency
Liked everything about them 1
Liked parents meeting the teacher 20
Received more encouragement 1
Received more help as result of conference and
could improve 7
Parents worked with child after conference and
made child feel secure 4
Parents saw the work done by the child 6
School was dismissed at three o’clock 2
Dislikes Frequency
Child was lectured by mother if he had
received a poor report 1
Conferences were indefinite 3
* Based on interviews with thirty students
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conference. A few admitted fear existed when they knew they had done 
something wrong or when they had not worked as hard as they were able. 
The majority, nineteen, liked the conferences and looked forward to 
them. Three tried to do better work after the conference, and one 
wanted to do well so that he would have a good report. The children’s 
ideas of their reaction to conferences are indicated on Table VI.
When asked if rewards were received for good grades in junior 
high school, nineteen answered, **No," and eleven said, **Yes.” Some of 
the rewards were : twenty-five cents to one dollar were given for A’s,
a few were paid for B’s, two dollars were received if grades were 
brought up, and some paid the parents if they received D or F.
Most of the children, twenty-tvro, seemed to find no difficulty 
in making an adjustment to grades when they entered junior high school. 
Eight admitted it took time to become accustomed to the change.
THE TEACHERS
In the Simmons Elementary School there were ei^t teachers 
including the interviewer; therefore, seven were interviewed. There 
was one teacher for each grade, kindergarten through grade six, with 
the exception of the first grade which had two sections.
The interviews indicated that six of these teachers liked the 
conference method of reporting, and one liked it in some ways. Some of 
the advantages of this method, brought out by the teachers were: (1)
it was wonderful for children who needed help; (2) it was a help to 
the child to know that his parent and teacher were working together;
(3) the teacher and parent became better acquainted; (4) the teacher 
often saw the same traits in the parent as in the child and could
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TABLE VI
STUDENTS’ IDEAS OF REACTIONS TO THE CONFERENCÊ
Reactions Frequency
No fear 16
Fear in lower grades 3
Fear when he knew he had done wrong 3
N ervous 3
Wanted parents to come 5
Liked conferences and looked fonvard to them 19
Wanted to do better 3
Tried to do well so he would have a good report 1
*Based on interviews with thirty students
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understand the child better; (5) more vjas accomplished in the conference 
because the parent and teacher worked out problems together; (?) often 
the child showed marked improvement after a conference; (8) the system 
of marking was an improvement over grades.
Six teachers favored two conferences a year for all pupils, 
with extra conferences provided for those who needed more attention.
One teacher suggested that reports be sent home after the first con­
ference.
Conferences were not thought of as a waste of time by six of 
the interviewees. One seemed to feel that whether or not the time was 
wasted depended upon the parent.
All teachers except one reported they had one hundred per cent 
attendance at all conferences. The exception was one parent who was 
absent from one conference.
The teachers pointed out the following reactions of parents 
to the conferences: (1) six teachers thought that most parents favored
the conferences; (2) three expressed the opinion that parents enjoyed 
the conferences and felt they were constructive; (3) three found parents 
were very cooperative. The reactions of parents to the conferences as 
noted by the teachers may be found in Table VII.
The reactions of children whose parents attend the conference 
are shovjn on Table VIII. The teachers, too, said that children enjoyed 
the conferences, looked forward to them, liked to have their parents 
come to school, and that few showed anxiety before a conference.
The teachers could not report on reactions of children whose 




REACTIONS OF PARENTS TO CONFERENCES AS NOTED BY TEACHERS*
Reaction Frequency
Enjoyed them and felt they were constructive 3
Very cooperative 3
Took suggestions well 1
Most parents favored conferences 6
Wanted something more tangible 1
Some disliked coming 1
Felt child should not be present 1
*Based on interviews with seven teachers
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TABLE VIII
TEACHERS POINT OUT REACTIONS OF CHILDREN MiOSE 
PARENTS ATTEND CONFERENCES*
Reaction Frequency
Lower grade children did not understand what
conferences were 1
Child realizes when he has done wrong 1
Upper grade children were more worried about them 1
Child liked conferences, looked forward to them,
and liked to have parents come 6
No anger 1
Felt conferences were fair 1
Child and parent brought closer together 1
Few children showed anxiety before conference 4
* Based on interviews with seven teachers.
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liJhen questioned about the time of day scheduled for the con­
ference, two teachers were satisfied. One of these mentioned the fact 
that she had a small enrollment, and as a result, not too many days 
were needed for conferences. Five teachers expressed a desire to ex­
periment with scheduling and holding conferences for two half-day 
periods. This would eliminate carrying the conferences over a period 
of two and sometimes three weeks, depending upon the number of pupils.
If it were not satisfactory, they would be happy to return to the former 
schedule.
Finally, the question, **V/ould you like any other type of report 
used?*̂  was asked. To this six replied that they preferred the conferences, 
but two teachers would like the addition of a summary of accomplishment.
One suggested a progress report, with no grades, to go home between the 
conferences. One teacher reported that she preferred a report card, 
with grades, to be sent home three times a year.
CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
SUMMARY
In general the purpose of this study was to evaluate the 
conference method of reporting pupil progress in the Simmons Elementary 
School in Aberdeen, South Dakota; to find how well this method was meet­
ing the needs and requirements for pupil progress, and what could be 
done to improve the present method.
The findings of this study may be summarized briefly in the 
following statements:
1. Ninety-two per cent of the parents, ninety-seven per cent 
of the students and eighty-six per cent of the teachers liked the con­
ferences.
2. Better rapport was established between the parents and
teachers.
3* Children did not "dread" the report period. They looked 
forvrard to it and felt they had a part in it. They appreciated the 
teachers and parents working together.
4* Parents gained more insight into the work their child was
doing.
5. Three conferences were most satisfactory.
- 30-
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6. Parents and children desired a conference period in junior 
high school.
7. Children preferred grades when they attend junior high
school.
8. Good attendance at conferences indicated that parents 
were interested.
CONCLUSIONS
Frequently parents criticize the form of school reporting 
because they do not understand the underlying philosophy. Parents and 
schools are desirous of having children well prepared in those learn­
ings which are essential for good citizenship. The interviews revealed 
that the purposes of this method had been made clear to the parents 
inasmuch as they understood the goals and wanted a complete report of 
their children.
Some parents found it hard to reject the old and familiar 
form of report card, but with the school’s understanding of these 
points of view, those parents may become more satisfied with this type 
of program.
The relation between parent and teacher, teacher and child, 
and also between the parent and child, has been improved. The teacher 
suggested ways to improve and help in guiding the child’s future pro­
gress, presented constructive criticism, and explained how the parent 
could help. The parent had a part in the conference. He asked questions, 
which were discussed. He presented a better understanding of the home 
and its values. The child, too, had a part. He learned to evaluate 
himself by identifying his strengths and weaknesses. He needed to have
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faith in himself and he received this when he knew his parent and 
teacher noted his effort and progress and gave him encouragement. He 
was grateful to know that his parent and teacher were working together.
Hammers and Thompson, in their article on evaluation, say,
Parents, pupils, and teachers in their joint appraisal 
cannot avoid the consideration of personality development, 
emotional stability, group behavior, and attitudes, as well 
as other qualitative objectives. The interdependence of 
these behavior goals with academic achievement is inescapably 
recognized. Each participant in the conference makes a 
special and necessary contribution to the appraisal of pupil 
progress.
Some parents indicated that one of the things lacking in the 
conference was a definite understanding of the child’s position in 
regard to grade level. A true picture of the child’s performance in 
relation to his ability should be given.
Conferences were scheduled at the end of a teaching day when 
the teacher was tired. With large enrollments, these were continued 
for two and sometimes three weeks. The majority of teachers expressed 
a desire to experiment with scheduling and holding conferences for two 
half-day periods. Since school had been dismissed at fifteen minutes 
to three in order to have the first conference at three o’clock, the 
length of school time lost would be less and the teachers would not 
feel the burden of conferences being carried over such a long period 
of time. If the experiment did not work out, they would be happy to 
return to the former schedule.
The children appeared to be progressing normally as compared
 ̂ Irwin A. Hammers and Ralph H. Thompson, (̂Evaluation Promotes 
School Community Understanding,” Childhood Education. (January, 1954),
p. 220.
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tô  national norms. The achievement of the fourth, fifth, and sixth 
grades is shoxvn on the profile of the Iowa Every-Pupil Test of Basic 
Skills in Appendix H.
The junior high school students pointed out that they were 
reluctant to leave the room after they had discussed their work with 
the parent and teacher. They did not understand that the ensuing time 
was devoted to a discussion of ways in which the parent and teacher 
could help the child.
Giood school-community relations existed. The fact that the 
parent visited the school, knew the teacher, understood >diat she was 
attempting to do, and saw that there was interest in the child made him 
more cooperative and more confident in the schools.
Mary E. Leeper sums up reporting methods in this way.
As our understanding of how human beings really develop is 
deepened and extended, our ways of reporting and measuring 
growth will change. There will never be a final answer, a 
perfect report form, but one factor will remain and be more 
clearly understood. Lois Clark stated it for us on page 9: 
♦Increasing numbers of people are coming to believe that 
everyone affected by a decision should share in making it.
Surely the child, as well as parents and teacher, is affected 
by decisions concerning that child’s growth. Involving them 
all in full partnership, limited only by the ability of each 
to participate, is not only appropriate, it is essential to 
the fullest achievement of the goals of the school, the home, 
and the child h i m s e l f .
RECOMMENDATIONS
The following recommendations concerning reporting of pupil 
progress in the Simmons School of Aberdeen, South Dakota are that:
2 Mary Leeper, "Postword, Reporting— Cooperatively and 
Constructively," Reporting on the Growth of Children. Bulletin 62 
(Washington, D. C.: Association for Childhood Education International,
1953), pp. 46-47.
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1. A definite -way be provided to show the standing of pupils 
in regard to grade level.
2. Parents be informed of the duplicate checking sheet and 
this sheet be used when requested by parents.
3. Teachers explain to pupils what takes place during the 
conference after the child leaves the room. This would eliminate the 
feeling of curiosity and doubt which some children have.
4* Two half-days for holding conferences be tried on an ex­
perimental basis.
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1. Do you like the conference method of reporting pupils* progress?
2. Do you like it better than a report card?
3. Do you feel that conferences are a waste of time?
4. Does the conference give enough of a report about the progress of
your child?
5. Do you feel that the same things are repeated year after year by
different teachers?
6. What is your child*s reaction to the conference?
7. How many conferences do you consider sufficient for the year?
8. Is enough time given for each conference?
9. Do you find it difficult to get to school for these conferences?
10. Would some other time of day be more satisfactory?
11. Would you like to see some other form of report used?




1. Did you like the conference method of reporting when you were in
elementary school?
2. Do you like the grades that you receive now better than the
conference?
3» Would you like to have conferences in junior high school?
4. What did or what did you not like about the conferences?
5. Were you satisfied with the reports you received at conferences?
6. What was your reaction to the conference?
7. Do you receive rewards for good grades?
8. Did you find it hard to adjust to grades after having conferences




1. Do you like the conference method of reporting?
2, How many conferences do you consider sufficient during the year?
3« Do you feel conferences are a waste of time?
4. What percentage of your parents attended the conferences?
5« kVhat reaction do parents have to the conference?
6. VJhat is the reaction of pupils whose parents attend the conferences?
7. What is the reaction of pupils whose parents do not attend the
conferences?
8. Are you satisfied with the time of day set for the conferences?










Notice To Parents . . • '4.  ̂ .|
Dear Parents: ■ ?
Reports of the progress of the children in  the Elementzuy 
Schools of A berdeen  w ill be g iven  to the Parents in  con­
ferences in  the classroom s. The tim e schedu led  for you is  ̂
g iven  below . U n less w e hear from you w e shall expect 
you at the stated time.
Report o f ...................................................................................................
G iven  b y ...................................................................................................
Day .............................................................................................................
Tim e ........................................................................................................... '
I ....................... be present at the tim e designated.
w ill w ill n o t
Parents' Signature .,y-4k. ^
REPORT OF SCHOOL PROGRESS 
ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS 
ABERDEEN, SOUTH DAKOTA
, ^ GRADES^I A N D  II
Pupil’s Name
jj. School
j Grade Year 19 19J ̂ •     ■I‘11‘ * j; I CLASSIFICATION FOR NEXT YEAR
Grade Date
^ N ; T e a c h e r ’s Signature
:
Habits of PeüâOtial and Social Development
1 2 3 4
WORK HABITS
Listens and follows directions
F inishes w ork on time
Does neat w ork
RESPONSmiLlTT
Does his part
A rrives a t school on time
Cares for books and m aterials
COOPERATION
Gheys prom ptly
W orks well w ith others
Plays well w ith  others
Is learning to respect rights of others
COURTESY
Is polite
Is thoughtful of others
HEALTH HABITS
Keeps neat and clean
Practices good health habits at school
Attends school regularly
Reflects good sleep and rest habits
Seems well adjusted and happy
V—Progress acceptable for this pupil 
X—Indicates specific skills w hich need to be strengthened.
Skills Understanding and Appreciation
1 2 3 4
READING
Reads well aloud
Understands what he reads
Recognizes words
Works out new words independently
Seems interested in reading
SOCIAL STUDIES AND SCIENCE
Takes part in group discussions
Takes part in activities
Is becoming acquainted w ith  home and school 
environm ent
Contributes appropriate m aterials
LANGUAGE AND SPELLING
Expresses ideas clearly and freely
Spells needed w ords correctly
HANDWRITING
Is learning and using correct letter forms





Shows originality in art expression
Is developing skill in the use of a rt m aterials
Is sensitive to the beautiful
MUSIC
Shows grow th in learning rote songs
Reads music adequately for his grade level
Participates intelligently in rhythm s





REPORT OF SCHOOL PROGRESS 
ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS 
ABERDEEN, SOUTH DAKOTA




Grade Year 19 19
« I  ̂  CLASSIFICATION FOR NEXT YEAR> i
.  Grade Date
Teacher’s Signature
PERSONAL and SOCIAL GROW TH
The habits listed below are considered necessary for the 
personal and social growth of this pupil 1 2 3 4
SOCIAL HABITS:
Respects rights and property of others
Observes established rules while under the direc­
tion of the school
Practices courtesy in speech and action
Takes part in group activities
Observes safety practices
WORK HABITS:
Listens and follows directions
;
Completes assigned w ork prom ptly and carefully
Plans and judges work
Arranges work to conform w ith accepted standards
Makes good use of time and materials
HEALTH HABITS: (Physical and Mental) 
Keeps self and clothing clean and neat
Reflects good sleep and rest habits
Is developing good posture
Participates well in games
Seems well adjusted and happy
V—Progress acceptable for this pupil 
X—SpeciBc skills which need to be strengthened
GROW TH IN  SUBJECT MATTER EXPERIENCE






Speaks w ith ease and confidence
WRITTEN ENGLISH
Expresses thoughts clearly
Shows originality in expression
Uses good vocabulary
Uses correct punctuation and capitalization
READING
Understands w hat is read
Reads at satisfactory rate
W orks out new words independently
Uses study reading skills effectively
Reads well orally
Shows wide interest in reading (library)
Displays skill in the use of supplem entary m aterials and 
information
SPELLING
Spells w ords taught correctly
Spells needed w ords correctly in all w ritten work
■ -—ARITHMETIC
Is learning number facts
Is accurate
W orks w ith satisfactory rate
Reads and understands problems at his grade level
SOCIAL STUDIES AND SCIENCE 
Contributes appropriate material
Thinks independently
Takes p a rt thoughtfully in discussion
HANDWRITING
W rites legibly at all times
MUSIC
Shows growth in learning rote songs
Reads music adequately for his grade level
Is developing a sense of rhythm
Shows an appreciation for good music
ART
Shows originality in a rt expression


















Alphabet z  n (El.) 
Graphs (Adv.)
Total Score 
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